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ABSTRACT: This paper examines the use of a recently developed bounding surface plasticity
model (PM4Silt) to capture the cyclic softening behavior of a mildly sensitive clay. The constitu-
tive model has been developed to model the cyclic behavior of fine-grained soils and modified in
this study to model the structural degradation of a sensitive soil. Model calibration and single-
element simulation results for monotonic and cyclic loading are presented. The calibrated model
is then used to simulate the Fourth Avenue landslide from Anchorage, Alaska, USA, which has
been attributed to cyclic softening in the sensitive clay foundation during the 1964 Great Alaska
Earthquake. Results from numerical simulations are compared with observed displacements
and the sensitivity of the solution to the calibration procedure and the mesh size is explored.

1 INTRODUCTION

Strain-softening of fine-grained soils has contributed to significant infrastructure damage in
past earthquakes (e.g., Shannon & Wilson 1964, Heritage 2013, Nakamura et al. 2014). The
potential impacts from seismically-induced displacements are increasingly being analyzed
using nonlinear deformation analyses (NDAs). The reliability of results from NDAs depends
in part on using constitutive models that can represent the aspects of soil behavior pertinent
to the specific problem being modeled. Few validated constitutive models are publicly avail-
able that can analyze potential deformations from cyclic softening of clayey soils. This stands
in contrast to the large number of constitutive models that are available to practicing engin-
eers to estimate potential liquefaction-induced deformations in granular deposits.
The undrained response of clays is often modeled in NDAs using a single value of undrained

shear strength. The validity of this approach is questionable for clays that are prone to strain
softening. Modeling strain-softening first requires a constitutive model that can account for
strength loss. A compromise must be then be made be made between model simplicity and its
ability to accurately represent complex soil behavior. Total-stress based models exist (Andersen
& Jostad 2005, Beaty & Dickenson 2015) which often employ a simplified formulation of stress-
stress strain response and do not address coupling between the soil and pore fluid (Taibet et al.
2011). More complex effective-stress based models also exist which consider soil and pore fluid
individually and are often grounded in critical state theory (e.g., Park 2011, Seidalinov & Taibet
2014, Boulanger & Ziotopoulou 2018). A common limitation of both model types is the ability
to represent strain localization during softening. In numerical simulations strains may localize
over a single row of elements resulting in a mesh dependent solution.
The current study uses the recently published PM4Silt constitutive model (Boulanger & Zio-

topoulou 2018). PM4Silt is a critical state compatible effective stress based bounding surface
plasticity model formulated to model the cyclic response of low plasticity fine grained soils. This
study introduces a modification to PM4Silt, which helps better capture the response of mildly
sensitive clays by accounting for the effects of structural degradation on the critical state line.
The modified model is first calibrated using single element simulations and then used to simulate
the Fourth Avenue landslide, which failed during the 1964 Great Alaska Earthquake. The influ-
ence of the constitutive model parameters on the simulation results is explored. Potential limita-
tions of the proposed approach and possible future improvements are discussed.
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2 FOURTH AVENUE LANDSLIDE

The Fourth Avenue landslide was initiated by the 1964 Great Alaska Earthquake on March
27th, 1964. The magnitude 9.2 earthquake was caused by the rupture of a subduction zone
interface near Prince William Sound (Ichinose et al. 2007). No ground motion recordings exist
for this event, but witness descriptions and observed damage patterns indicate peak ground
acceleration of up to about 0.2g with 2 to 3 minutes of strong shaking in the Anchorage area
(Moriwaki 1985). Ground failures due to shaking were extensive in the Anchorage area and
many were attributed to strain-softening of the sensitive Bootlegger Cove Clay (BCC) deposit
(Hanson 1965, Woodward-Clyde 1982, Idriss 1985). Of the numerous ground failures that
occurred during the earthquake the Fourth Avenue landslide was selected for this numerical
evaluation because of the well-defined failure mechanism and the numerous site characteriza-
tion studies performed by previous researchers near the site. Figure 1 presents an idealized
cross-section of the Fourth Avenue landslide with observed deformations as approximated
from site characterizations published by Shannon & Wilson (1964).

3 SITE INVESTIGATIONS AND SOIL PROPERTIES

Site stratigraphy and strength characteristics for the Fourth Avenue slide were estimated from
index tests and standard penetration tests (SPTs) performed by Shannon & Wilson (1964) along
with cone penetration tests (CPTs), direct shear (DS), direct simple shear tests (DSS), triaxial
tests, and miniature vane shear tests performed by Woodward-Clyde (1982). A shear wave vel-
ocity profile was estimated from nearby downhole test performed by Nath et al. (1997).
The peak undrained shear strength ratio (Su,pk/σ’v) for the critical BCC layer was calculated

from the relationship provided by Woodward-Clyde (1982) which was derived from DSS tests
(equation 1). Woodward-Clyde (1982) reported a mean OCR of 1.3 for the BCC. Using an OCR
of 1.3, the value of Su,pk/σ’v used in this study was calculated to be 0.23. The term sensitivity (St)
describes the amount of strength loss expected for a strain softening material and is defined as
the ratio of peak undrained shear strength to remolded undrained shear strength. Idriss (1985)
reported sensitivities ranging from 2 to 11 with an average sensitivity of 3.3 based on miniature
vane shear test, CPTs, and DS tests. Stark & Contreras (1998) report a sensitivity near 4 for the
BCC in the slide area based on constant volume ring shear tests. This paper uses a BCC sensitiv-
ity of 4 for the baseline simulations with a shear wave velocity of 220 m/s (after Nath et al. 1997).

Su;pk

σ
0
v

¼ 0:185 OCRð Þ0:78 ð1Þ

The interbedded and stiff clay layers were estimated to have Su,pk/σ’v values ranging from
about 0.20 to 0.55 based on CPTs and DSS tests. Based on this data, a Su,pk/σ’v value of 0.35 was
used in this study for both the interbedded and stiff clay layers. The shear wave velocities for the
interbedded and stiff clay layers were estimated to be 300 m/s and 450 m/s, respectively (Nath
et al. 1997). The strength characteristics of the coarse-grained soils were estimated from SPTs
performed by Shannon & Wilson (1964) in the form of (N1)60 values. The sand and outwash

Figure 1. Fourth Avenue cross-section with observed deformations (after Shannon & Wilson 1964)
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layers were estimated to have average (N1)60 values of about 45 and 50, respectively. A shear
wave velocity of 300 m/s was estimated for both the sand and outwash layers (Nath et al. 1997).

4 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The commercial finite difference code FLAC (v8.0, Itasca 2016) was used to perform 2D plane
strain simulations. Pre-earthquake stresses were established using a fixed base and roller bound-
aries along the sides. During this stage, the zones were assigned an elastic, perfectly plastic
Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model with stiffness and drained strength parameters identical to
those used in the dynamic phase (described below). During dynamic loading. free-field boundar-
ies are applied at the model sides with a compliant boundary along the base. Details on the for-
mulation and implementation of these boundary conditions are given by Itasca (2016).
No strong motion recordings exist from the 1964 Alaska quake, so input motions from the

2010 Chile and 2011 Japan subduction quakes were used instead. The processed Chile records
and raw Japan records were downloaded from CESMD (2018). The Japan motions were pro-
cessed according to Ancheta et al. (2013). Each horizontal component was treated as an indi-
vidual motion, leading to 12 total time histories. The horizontal motions were linearly scaled
to match the target spectrum for the site (Beaty & Dickenson 2015), over periods of approxi-
mately 0.6 to 1.0 seconds, which roughly encompasses the low strain period of the site. The
same scaling factor was applied to the vertical component of the motion. Each of the selected
motions was applied at the compliant boundary as a stress time history (Itasca 2016). A sum-
mary of the selected motions is shown in Table 1.

5 CONSTITUIVE MODELS FOR DYNAMIC LOADING

The dynamic response of the sand and outwash layers are modeled using PM4Sand (Boulanger
& Ziotopoulou 2017). PM4Sand is a critical state compatible, effective stress-based, bounding
surface plasticity model used to model cyclic liquefaction in granular soils. Calibration of
PM4Sand was performed by first setting the relative density for each layer based on the esti-
mated (N1)60 values. The shear modulus coefficients (Go) were set to achieve the desired shear
wave velocities. The ho parameter was adjusted so that the cyclic modulus reduction behavior
for sands matched the curves provided by EPRI (1993) at the appropriate layer depths. The hpo
parameter was finally adjusted to achieve the desired to cyclic stress ratio (CSR) to cause 3%
strain in 15 uniform loading cycles. The target CSR value was capped at 0.8 based on the rela-
tionships provided in Idriss & Boulanger (2010) for the estimated (N1)60 values.

Table 1. Summary of Selected Input Motions

Earthquake
Name

Station
ID CH Mw

Epicentral
Distance
(km)

Scale
Factor

PGA of Scaled
Motion
(g)

Arias
Intensity
(m/s)

VS30

(m/s)

Chile

2/27/2010

CUR NS 8.8 171 0.60 0.28 3.8 525

EW 0.55 0.23 3.3

HUA L 8.8 136 0.43 0.16 1.4 530

T 0.43 0.19 1.6

LLO L 8.8 274 0.50 0.22 1.2 370

T 0.40 0.16 1.6

TAL L 8.8 113 0.70 0.33 5.6 550

T 0.60 0.25 3.9

Japan

3/11/2011

FKS

015

NS 9.0 227 1.25 0.35 2.5 696

EW 1.0 0.22 1.4

TCG

001

EW 9.0 253 0.70 0.20 1.2 580

EW 0.70 0.29 1.8
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The dynamic response of the stiff clay, interbedded zone and BCC layers were modeled using
PM4Silt. PM4Silt utilizes the framework of PM4Sand but is adapted to better represent the cyclic
response of silts and clays as opposed to granular soils. Calibration of PM4Silt was performed by
first setting the undrained shear strength at critical state (Su,cs,eq/σ’v) to the estimated values. The
shear modulus coefficients (Go) were set to achieve the desired shear wave velocities. The contrac-
tion rate parameter (hpo) was then adjusted, so that the CSR required to cause 3% shear strain in
30 uniform loadings was equal to 60% of Su,cs,eq/σ’v. All calibrations were performed using single
element DSS drivers with σ’v =100 kPa. Final calibration parameters for the non-BCC layers are
summarized in Table 2. Calibration of the BCC layer will be discussed in the next section.

6 MODIFICATION OF PM4SILT

PM4Silt is a critical state-compatible model, which means that the final undrained strength of
the soil is determined by the initial void ratio (eo) of the clay and the position of the critical state
line (CSL) (Boulanger & Ziotopoulou 2017). Within the model, the position of the CSL is set by
Su,cs,eq/σ’v and the peak strength is set by adjusting the calibration parameter nb,wet. For insensi-
tive clays, this approach works well, but for sensitive clays the difference between the peak and
remolded strength may be large and this calibration process becomes difficult. To overcome
this, the PM4Silt model was modified to allow the position of the CSL (defined through the
intercept Γ) to move during shearing to represent progressive structural degradation of the sensi-
tive BCC toward a residual limit (Figure 2a). This is conceptually similar to the movement of
the normal compression line, which has been observed in sensitive clays (e.g., Yong & Nagaraji
1977). In the modified version of the model, the critical state line moves towards the remolded
position with increasing plastic shear strain (Figure 2b). The softening process only occurs when
the incremental stiffness (i.e., the change in shear stress divided by the change in shear strain) is
negative. The modification introduces two additional input parameters. The first is the residual
undrained shear strength ratio (Su,res/σ’v) which is determined by dividing the peak undrained
shear strength ratio (Su,pk/σ’v) by the soil sensitivity (St). The second additional input parameter
is the remolding strain (γrem), which controls the interval of strain over which softening occurs.

The modified PM4Silt model required a slightly revised calibration procedure for the critical
BCC layer than described above. All model calibrations were performed using single element
DSS drivers with a vertical consolidation stress of 100 kPa as recommended by Boulanger & Zio-
topoulou (2017). The parameter Go was set to 420 to achieve the desired shear wave velocity of

Table 2. Summary of constitutive model input parameters

Layer Su,cs,eq/σʹv nb,wet ho hpo Go (N1)60

Stiff Clay 0.35 0.8 1.6 2.5 1211 N/A

Interbedded 0.35 0.8 1.7 2 1303 N/A

Sand N/A N/A 0.65 0.034 1177 50

Outwash N/A N/A 0.62 0.012 2000 45

Figure 2. Schematic illustrating the strain softening process in the modified PM4Silt model.
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220 m/s. The remolded shear strength is specified through the remolded position of the critical
state line (Fig. 2). The parameters nb,wet and initial position of the CSL (Γinitial) are then iteratively
adjusted to achieve the desired peak strength using a monotonic DSS driver. The parameter γrem
is then adjusted to change the rate of softening. The parameter ho was then set to match the
modulus reduction curves provided by Vucetic & Dobry (1991) for clays with a PI near 15. The
contraction rate parameter (hpo) was set last, to achieve the desired cyclic strength (3% strain in
30 cycles with a cyclic stress ratio equal to 50% of Su,pk/σ’v). Final input parameters for all BCC
calibrations are shown in Table 3. Figure 3 illustrates the calibrated model behavior in undrained
monotonic and cyclic DSS simulations for a sensitivity of 4 and two different rates of softening.

7 RESULTS AND DISCUSION

The baseline simulations for the Fourth Avenue landslide used St = 4 and the faster softening
rate, along with the HUA-T motion. Lateral displacement contours for the baseline case are
shown in Figure 4. Deformation patterns and magnitudes are comparable to those observed
at the Fourth Avenue site, including a well-defined translational failure mechanism and a fail-
ure plane that intercepts the ground surface just behind the crest of the slope. Shear strains
remained roughly horizontal in the BCC until they propagated up to the bluff behind the
upper crest. Pressure ridges can be seen at the toe consistent with observations. The deform-
ation patterns are consistent with those observed by Kiernan & Montgomery (2018) using a
strain-softening Mohr-Coulomb model, although they had to use a higher sensitivity value to
obtain comparable displacements.

7.1 Effect of input motion

The effect of input motion was studied by repeating the baseline analyses with several input
motions. Deformation patterns were similar to those shown in Figure 4 across the suite of

Table 3. Final calibrated BCC input parameters

St Softening Rate Su,res/σʹv Γinitial Γresidual γrem nb,wet ho hpo

3 Fast 0.075 1.1063 1.0588 0.04 0.65 0.3 17

4 Slow 0.056 1.1063 1.0438 0.08 0.65 0.3 17

*4 Fast 0.056 1.1063 1.0438 0.04 0.65 0.3 17

5 Fast 0.045 1.1063 1.0265 0.04 0.65 0.3 17

* Baseline Calibration

Figure 3. Undrained (a) monotonic and (b) cyclic DSS simulation results for a sensitivity of 4.

Figure 4. Lateral displacement contours for baseline simulation (zero contour omitted)
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motions, but deformation magnitudes generally increased with Arias intensity (Figure 5). This
increase in displacement with Arias Intensity is consistent with trends shown by previous stud-
ies (e.g., Travasarou et al. 2003). A similar trend would likely be observed for other ground
motion parameter that incorporate both magnitude and duration, such as the destructiveness
potential factor (Araya & Saragoni 1984). The HUA-T motion produces approximately
median displacements among the chosen records and is used for the remaining simulations.

7.2 Effect of BCC sensitivity and softening rate

The effect of the BCC sensitivity was examined by repeating the baseline analysis with a sensi-
tivity of 3 and 5. The effect of increasing the BCC sensitivity on the upper crest lateral displace-
ment is illustrated in Figure 6a. The BCC begins to soften in all three simulations after
approximately 35 seconds of shaking, which is where the peak acceleration occurs in the HUA-
T motion. The simulation with sensitivity of 3 showed an upper crest lateral displacement of
less than half the observed value. The simulation with a sensitivity of 5 was halted before the
end of shaking due to excessive mesh deformation. Simulations with the proposed model and a
sensitivity between 4 and 5 would likely produce deformations consistent with site observations.
This range of sensitivities is slightly higher than the mean BCC sensitivities reported by previous
authors (Idriss 1985, Stark & Contreras 1998), but well within the range of measured values.
The effect of the BCC softening rate was examined by repeating the baseline analysis with a

softening rate that was approximately half as fast as the baseline simulation (Figure 6b). The
results show that large displacements begin to occur at the same point in the record for both
softening rates. The two simulations also reach a similar final displacement value, although
the slower softening rate requires significantly more shaking to reach this value. These results
indicate that the softening rate does not appear to have a major effect on final deformation
magnitudes if the material is able to fully soften during shaking. This is expected as the final
deformed shape will be controlled more by the remolded strength (and therefore the sensitiv-
ity) than the softening rate.

7.3 Effect of mesh density

The effect of mesh density was examined by repeating the baseline analysis with a finer and
coarser mesh. All previous analyses utilized a mesh with 14,602 zones with a maximum BCC

Figure 5. Upper crest displacement versus Arias intensity for selected motions

Figure 6. Effect of (a) BCC sensitivity and (b) softening rate on upper crest displacement.
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zone height of 1.3m. A coarser mesh (7,425 zones) and finer mesh (24,298 zones) with max-
imum BCC zones heights of 1.8m and 0.9m, respectively, were used to examine the effects of
mesh size on the results. The BCC calibration for St = 4 and the slower softening rate are used
in the following simulations to ensure that the fine mesh models are not halted due to geom-
etry errors. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of mesh density on the modified PM4Silt model. All
three meshes show displacements beginning to increase after approximately 35 seconds of
shaking. The fine mesh then shows the fastest increase in displacement, while the coarse mesh
only shows a slight increase of displacement with time. The final displacements of the fine and
medium meshes are similar although the softening rate is different. This result is expected, as
the smaller zones will experience larger strains, and therefore faster softening, for a given mag-
nitude of displacement. These results indicate that the solution is mesh dependent and a regu-
larization scheme to reduce this dependence would be beneficial. The authors are currently
implementing a softening scaling approach similar to the one used by Kiernan & Montgomery
(2018) to address this.

8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A proposed modification to the existing PM4Silt constitutive model was used to simulate the
Fourth Avenue landslide which failed during the 1964 Great Alaska Earthquake. The pro-
posed modification softens the critical state line to a remolded state to replicate structural deg-
radation in the sensitive BCC. The modification was shown capable of reproducing element
level softening behavior in monotonic and cyclic loading in single element DSS drivers. The
modification was also shown capable of reproducing system level cyclic softening behavior in
full scale simulations of the Fourth Avenue landslide. Deformation patterns and displacement
magnitudes observed at the Fourth Avenue site using simulations with the modified PM4Silt
model were in reasonable agreement with observations. The softening rate of the BCC did
affect the rate of displacement increase but did not significantly affect the final displacement
because the duration of loading was sufficient to remold the clay. Mesh dependency of the
solution was observed and was most significant for the coarsest mesh, which was not able to
fully soften under the imposed displacements. Implementation of a regularization technique
may be able to address this issue and remains an area for future work. Simulations using add-
itional case histories and lab test are needed to further validate the modified PM4Silt model
and identify areas where improvements are needed.
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